
Be calm. God awaits you at the door.  
 

– Gabriel 
 

Now the visits take place from my mother’s room via FaceTime courtesy of Bertina, the beloved 
activity coordinator at the nursing home where my mother has lived for the past three years.  In 
the early days of the quarantine, however, I would visit my mom by standing outside the glass 
entrance to the nursing home.   Thanks to Lisa, the gold-hearted receptionist, Mom could talk 
to me on Lisa’s cell phone and waive at me on the other side of the glass door. 
 
These conversations would be brief, but mercifully laced with humor.  There she would sit in 
her sunglasses, hairpiece slightly askew, with her signature Styrofoam cup of coffee.  This is the 
look that’s earned her the moniker “Hollywood” by the staff.  In one five-minute visit, Mom 
somehow disconnected us twice before accidentally initiating a three-way conversation with 
Lisa’s sister.  No one in this tangle could figure out how it happened, so we waited while Lisa 
patiently worked to reconnect us.  In the silence that followed, Mom demonstrated the art-
form she’s perfected of mouthing words and gesturing, which left me clueless just as it has for 
all of my 60 years; if I didn’t  know better, I’d swear she’s signaling me to bunt the runner over 
to second.   
 
What finally became clear was that she wanted everyone in the family to know that she misses 
us and loves us.  I assured her that everyone loves her back.  Then she smiled and hugged 
herself as a gesture meant to be a hug from her to me.  We said good-bye. 
 
There’s always a feeling of insufficiency in the moments that follow these visits – a sense that 
somehow what just happened wasn’t enough.  The longing for renewal and healing, the hope 
for fulfillment of what might have been, still remains.   
 
When Jesus said he’d be with us when two or three gather in his name (Matthew 18:20), he 
didn’t stipulate how that gathering needed to occur; nor did he say that these gatherings would 
fix the circumstances we want so desperately to correct.  He said that two or three is all it 
takes;  gathering in his name is sufficient. So I can believe, however imperfectly, that he’s with 
my mom and me.  And if that’s true, then he’s with you and your loved ones.  He’s with us.  And 
in ways that I have yet to fully understand, that’s enough. 
 
Love in the time of the Virus. 
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